MAXIMIZE ROI WITH BEYONDTRUST UNIVERSITY TRAINING

BeyondTrust University training services are designed to maximize your investment in BeyondTrust technologies by educating your users on best practices for configuring and using our products. Superior training is part of our commitment to help you obtain the maximum benefit possible from the entire BeyondTrust solution. Our training options will give your organization the foundational knowledge needed to administer, configure, and utilize BeyondTrust for optimum performance. You can select from a variety of modular training courses to ensure your team receives relevant education.

BEYONDTRUST TRAINING FOR PRIVILEGED USERS

The Password Safe for Users course is ideal for training privileged users on the Web Portal and their day-to-day use of Password Safe. During the course your privileged users will become knowledgeable in password rotation, session management, and navigating our BeyondInsight Web Portal.

FLEXIBLE ELEARNING

Password Safe for Users is available for on-demand consumption, so your users can engage in eLearning at their own pace, available 24x7. This format is ideal for new hires and individuals needing to come up to speed quickly.

Enterprise-wide eLearning licenses are also available.

KEY LEARNING OBJECTIVES

- **Navigating the Web Portal** – familiarize learners with using local accounts and showing AD login.
- **Password Access** – request and retrieve passwords using Password Safe
- **Account Grid** – prioritize and navigate the information important to your organization
- **Session Usage** – learn to use the Password Safe console to request SSH & RDP Sessions

*This course is taught using product demonstrations only. Recording and material reproduction rights are not included. Train-the-Trainer courses are also available.*
ABOUT BEYONDTRUST
BeyondTrust is the worldwide leader in Universal Privilege Management, offering the most seamless approach to preventing privilege-related breaches. Our extensible platform empowers organizations to easily scale privilege security as threats evolve across endpoint, server, cloud, DevOps, and network device environments. BeyondTrust gives organizations the visibility and control they need to reduce risk, achieve compliance objectives, and boost operational performance. We are trusted by 20,000 customers and a global partner network. Learn more at www.beyondtrust.com.